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Session Agenda & Outcomes
Defining Reality
 Introduce the Framework of Relevancy
Story Time
Examining & Applying the Framework of 
Relevancy
Assessing the Effectiveness of Your 
Framework 
Perception and Reality
How is your department limited 
by its current perception?
“The power of a group is its 

































The Story of Union University’s 
Teacher Education Initiative















 What is the 
purpose of your 
department?
 Why do you do 
what you do?




 Individual and collective strengths?
 Individual and collective limitations?










What is your 
interdisciplinary value 
added?
What is your 
department’s 
interdisciplinary EQ?








 What is your institutional value added?
 What is your department’s institutional EQ?
 How do others across the institution perceive 
your department?




 What is your value added?
 What is your community EQ?




 What will students learn as a result of engaging 
in the discipline? 
 What will students value as a result of engaging 
in the discipline? 
 What will students be able to do as a result of 




•What will they 






•How will you 
assess?
Processes
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